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Abstract
This proposal describes a new way to visualise resources in the LREMap, a community-built repository of language resource descriptions
and uses. The LREMap is represented as a force-directed graph, where resources, papers and authors are nodes. The analysis of the
visual representation of the underlying graph is used to study how the community gathers around LRs and how LRs are used in research.
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1. Introduction

The availability of Language Resources (LRs) - such as cor-
pora, computational lexicons and parsers - is crucial to most
NLP technologies. Recent initiatives have monitored the
availability of Language Resources for different languages,
and highlighted a digital divide between English and other
languages (Soria et al., 2012), (Rehm and Uszkoreit, 2012).
While the economic potential of English ensures that En-
glish LRs are developed and maintained not only in the aca-
demic sector but also by commercial players, the involve-
ment of research communities for other languages is much
more crucial to ensure that the necessary instruments (both
data and tools) are made available for natural language pro-
cessing purposes. At the same time, production of quality
LRs is only the first step; in order to be usable, LRs must
also be documented and made available to the community
in such a way that they are easy to find and to use. This en-
tails the description of every Language Resource with a set
of metadata that clarify its typology, its language, its size
and licensing scheme, and the means of accessing it.
Useful information in this sense can be found in the cata-
logues of language resources associations, such as ELRA,
LDC, NICT Universal Catalogue, ACL Data and Code
Repository, OLAC, and LT World. These catalogues adopt
a top-down approach to documenting resources and typi-
cally list resources that have reached a high level of ma-
turity - in terms of validation, documentation and clearing
of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) issues. As an alter-
native to this approach, recent projects have been carried
out within the LR community to create open, bottom-up
repositories where LRs - even those under development -
can be duly documented and searched. Such initiatives are
for instance the META-SHARE platform (Gavrilidou et al.,
2012), the CLARIN VLO (Broeder et al., 2010) and the
LRE Map (Calzolari et al., 2012; Del Gratta et al., 2014b;
Del Gratta et al., 2014a), with their sets of metadata.
In particular, the LREMap was launched as an initiative at
LREC 2010 in order to crowdsource reliable and accurate
documentation for the largest possible set of resources. Au-
thors submitting to that conference were asked to document
the resources they used in their paper, both the resources
they created and the ones created by others. This initiative

has continued and been extended to other conferences1, and
is now a unique source of information on existing language
resources and their use in current research.
The work in this paper can be set against the background
of the major initiatives in which CNR-ILC is currently in-
volved and the aim of setting up a documentation center for
language and textual resources within the framework of the
CLARIN research infrastructure. As the Italian CLARIN
representative, CNR-ILC has the task of collecting and har-
monizing metadata description of LRs at a national level,
making Italian resources more visible to national and inter-
national research groups, both to the NLP and to the digital
humanities communities.
In previous works (Del Gratta et al., 2015) we proposed an
analysis of the Italian LR panorama, comparing data drawn
from the LRE Map with data manually extracted from the
CLiC-It 2014 proceedings. Here we extend our analysis to
all languages, using data from LREC 2010, LREC 2012 and
LREC 2014 proceedings. In doing this, we build upon pre-
vious work by Mariani e Francopoulo (Mariani and Fran-
copoulo, 2015), where data from the LREMap is used to
produce Language Matrices “presenting the number of re-
sources of various types that exist for various modalities
for each language”, as well as the number of times each
resource is mentioned in a paper. For the purpose, they
introduce the idea of using bibliometry to evaluate the im-
pact of a language resource, just as it is done for papers or
journals, and of calculating a “Language Resource Impact
Factor” (LRIF) based on LR mentions in papers. In this
paper we shall also attempt to identify LRs that seem to
be more or less central to the scientific community network
and its research production, and measure the impact of a LR
on the research outcomes.In order to do this, we are taking
into account the data gathered during various editions of
LREC, namely 2010, 2012, 2014, contributed by authors
of the main conference. Part of these data (2014) are also
available as Linked Data in RDF2.

1Such as COLING, EMNLP, ACL-HLT, RANLP, INTER-
SPEECH, Oriental Cocosda, IJCNLP, LTC, NAACL

2See http://datahub.io/dataset/lremap-conf and (Del Gratta et
al., 2014a).
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#resources #papers #people
LREC2010 1177 578 1651
LREC2012 610 398 1331
LREC2014 675 477 1714

Table 1: Data about different LREC editions.

2. Metadata Description
The set of metadata used for documenting language re-
sources can vary from repository to repository. Some har-
monization initiatives are currently being carried out in or-
der to make diverse datasets interoperable, e.g. (McCrae et
al., 2015). Nevertheless a common core has been broadly
agreed upon by all; this includes type of resource (such
as corpus, lexicon, tool), modality, language(s), use, and
availability. To this core set of metadata, the LREMap adds
other metadata that are linked not to the resource itself, but
to its use in the paper that is being submitted: thus informa-
tion about the conference, the paper, the authors and their
affiliations is available for each entry in the LREMap. This
also means that any given resource can have more than just
one entry in the LREMap, one for each paper that has used
it. Sometimes the resource is marked as new, and in that
case we can assume that the authors of the paper are also the
producers of this new resource; in most cases the resource
is a well known one: for instance, some of the most used
resources according to the LREMap are Princeton WordNet
and the British National Corpus (BNC).
For the purposes of this paper we only took into considera-
tion the following metadata for each entry in the LREMap:
resource name, resource type, authors and affiliations. Ba-
sic statistics about the three editions of LREC under analy-
sis are reported in Table 1: even if there has been a decrease
since 2010 in the input about resources provided by authors,
numbers are still interesting, especially when enriched with
information about co-authorship for the visualisation of so-
cial networks graphs (see Table 3.). The analysis of co-
authorship networks in the field of computational linguis-
tics is not new: thanks to the ACL ANTHOLOGY NET-
WORK initiative (Radev et al., 2009) bibliographic data
about papers’ citations and authors’ collaboration from the
ACL Anthology are easy to explore 3. In a similar vein Saf-
fron 4 (Buitelaar et al., 2014; Bordea et al., 2013; Buitelaar
et al., 2013) as a research framework based on text mining
and linked data principles is able to perform community de-
tection suggesting domain specific experts. Visualisations
are organised around topics automatically extracted.
The kind of networks we analyse in this paper are focused
on the building blocks of scientific work in the field of com-
putational linguistics, language resources. People can be
connected because they jointly worked to write a paper but
more significantly they can be connected because they used
the same resource or resources with similar features (for
example concerning the same type or the same language).
They can be close in terms of interests and past experi-
ences with tools, corpora, lexicon etc. Discovering this in
a graphical form can enhance the awareness of the role of

3http://clair.eecs.umich.edu/
4link: http://saffron.deri.ie/

res10 res12 res14

Lexicon
115
(20%)

58
(14,6%)

62
(13%)

Corpus
334
(57,8%)

234
(58,8%)

278
(58,3%)

Annotation Tool
67
(5,6%)

38
(6,2%)

28
(4,2%)

Tagger/
Parser

99
(8,5%)

31
(2,8%)

22
(3,3%)

Table 2: Frequencies of four types of resources in different
editions of LREC.

language resources and the desire to document them prop-
erly to highlight how much interconnected is each piece of
work in the scientific community. As a matter of fact a
scientific community where each author writes one paper
working with just one language resource is not promoting
exchange of ideas and is not promising for theoretical and
practical improvements. With this assumption in mind we
report frequency data (both absolute and relative) in Table 2
and Table 3 concerning four types of resources documented
by authors of LREC 2010, LREC 2012 and LREC 2014.
With the idea of understanding how interconnected the
community is around a resource type and whether data from
different editions of the same conference helps in the detec-
tion of trends we consider:

• the ratio between the number of distinct authors in Ta-
ble 3 (value auth) and the number of resources for ev-
ery type in analysis in Table 2 (value res);

• the ratio between the number of papers in Table 3
(value paper) and the number of resources for every
type in analysis in Table 2 (value res).

The worst case (not occurring in our dataset) happens when
the number of papers is equal to the number of resources:
there are not papers available comparing/using more re-
source of the same type. Similarly, when the ratio be-
tween authors’ number and resources’ number is close to
1 means that people didn’t work together with the same re-
source/tool. As an indicator of social network richness and
complexity, the ratio between the two values listed above
help us to discover a subset of data that produce an inter-
esting visualisation. For example, resources of type Lex-
icon at LREC2014 produces a wider and more intercon-
nected graph with respect to resources of type Annotation
Tool at the same edition. Even if the aim of this paper is
suggesting visualisation as a mean to explore and to under-
stand data about language resources we verified its feasibil-
ity with these preliminary analyses.

3. People and Resources: Visualising
Networks

Data visualisation is a method that enables the exploration,
filtering and searching of data, skipping the interaction with
databases. Data can be mainly visualised for presentation
or exploration but in well designed projects there is a con-
tinuum between these two modalities (Cairo, 2013).
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auth10 auth12 auth14 papers10 papers12 papers14
Lexicon 169 (10%) 118 (8,9%) 175 (10%) 115 (20%) 58 (14,6%) 62 (13%)
Corpus 899 (54%) 717 (53%) 997 (59%) 334 (57,8%) 234 (58,8%) 278 (58,3%)
Annotation Tool 91 (5,6%) 90 (6,8%) 58 (3,4%) 60 (10,4%) 35 (8,8%) 28 (5,9%)
Tagger/Parser 116 (4,8%) 34 (2,6%) 60 (3,5%) 67 (11,6%) 21 (5,3%) 21 (4,5%)

Table 3: Frequencies of authors and papers associated with four types of resources in different editions of LREC.

Figure 1: Snapshot of authors and resources of type Lexicon
at LREC2014.

Figure 2: Snapshot of authors and resources of type Anno-
tation Tool at LREC2014.

In this paper we propose two visualisation modalities to dis-
cover the interrelations between authors from different in-
stitutions and the convergence of authors on the usage of
the same resource. In comparing these three conferences
(LREC 2010, LREC 2012 and LREC 2014), the aim was
to portray the NLP community highlighting collaborations
between people through resources used.
The implementation of the visualisation is based on a well
known tool, D3.js, a JavaScript library designed to display
digital data in a dynamic graphical form. The two visuali-
sations are:

• a force-directed graph (see a detail in 3) where each
author is a node; the links between author-nodes stand
for co-authorship in a paper. Different institutions are
assigned different colours; in this way people belong-
ing to the same institution are visually identifiable and
collaborations among institutions are clear because of

the links connecting coauthors of different colours: for
example Cristina Bosco from the University of Turin
is connected to co-authors from the same institution
(purple dots) but also to Maria Simi from the Uni-
versity of Pisa and Simonetta Montemagni from ILC
CNR (orange and brown dot, respectively).

• a force-directed graph where each author is a node
connected to other persons only through the resources
they use, depicted as boxes. Here too, the colour of
the person depends on the institution. People are con-
nected to the same resource (1) when they co-authored
a paper that uses it, (2) because they use the same
resource in independent research works. In the first
case, co-author groups are still somewhat identifiable,
as they create an island effect (as shown in 4). In
the other case heterogeneous people get connected be-
cause they use the same resources. As a result, net-
works of researchers are gathered around LR uses.

Figure 3: Snapshot of the first graph. Co-authorship clus-
ters.

4. Conclusions and Future Work
In this work we use visualisations to show how the NLP
community uses LRs in the works presented at three edi-
tions of LREC (LREC2010, LREC2012 and LREC2014).
We highlight how collaborations cluster around the use of
major resources, and how networks are created by users of
the same resources. This analysis is part of the activity that
CNR-ILC, as a CLARIN node, will actively promote. We
will help the LR community (both creators and users) im-
prove the documentation of LRs, thus making them more
widely known to others and ensuring their visibility in an
international context by using all current standard metadata
framework and platforms. This latter point shall involve
also an active contribution to the de-fragmentation of the
current situation in metadata and description practices, as
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Figure 4: Snapshot of the second graph. Authors connected
via resources.

well as the porting of LR descriptions to emerging chan-
nels and formats (LINGhub5, RDF-LOD).
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